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### Title:
Lolita Bas Capablanca vs. Heirs of Pedro Bas, et al.

### Facts:
– **1937:** Andres and Pedro Bas were issued Patent No. 1724 for Lot 2535 in Talisay-
Minglanilla Friar Land’s Estate, Cebu.
– **November 28, 1939:** Pedro sold his portion of Lot 2535 to Faustina Manreal through a
notarized Deed of Sale.
– **March 13, 1963:** Faustina’s heirs executed a notarized Extra-Judicial Declaration of
Heirs and Deed of Absolute Sale, conveying Lot 2535 to Alejandra Balorio.
– **June 13, 1967:** Alejandra sold the land to Edith N. Deen, who later sold it to Atty. Eddy
A. Deen on March 21, 1968.
– **December 18, 1978:** Atty. Deen died and the heirs executed an Additional Extra-
Judicial Settlement with Absolute Deed of Sale on March 30, 1988, selling the land to
Norberto B. Bas.
– **December 15, 1995:** Norberto, who had taken possession and built a house on the
land, died leaving his niece and sole heir, Lolita Bas Capablanca.
– **October 1996:** Josefina Bas Espinosa filed a complaint on behalf of Pedro’s heirs for
Clarification of Ownership of Lot 2535.
– **December 16, 1996:** Partition Agreement of Real Property, Quitclaim and Waiver of
Rights was executed between Andres’ heirs and Lolita.
– **December 16, 1997:** Lolita filed a complaint before the RTC Cebu City to cancel the
titles issued to the heirs of Pedro Bas.
– **December 26, 2007:** RTC Cebu City ruled in favor of Lolita, declaring the heirs of
Pedro Bas’ titles null and void.
– **March 12, 2014:** The Court of Appeals reversed the RTC’s decision and dismissed
Lolita’s complaint.
–  **March 15,  2016:**  Lolita’s  motion for  reconsideration was denied by the Court  of
Appeals.

### Issues:
1. **Whether a prior judicial declaration of Lolita as an heir of Norberto Bas was necessary
before filing a complaint for cancellation of titles.**
2. **Whether the 1939 sale of Pedro Bas’ portion of Lot 2535 to Faustina Manreal was
valid.**
3. **Whether Lolita has a valid cause of action in asserting her property rights as derived
from successive transactions starting from the 1939 sale.**
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### Court’s Decision:
1. **Issue on the need for judicial declaration of heirship:**
The Supreme Court ruled no prior judicial declaration of Lolita as an heir was necessary.
Her claim to the property derived from the chain of transactions starting with the 1939 sale
from Pedro to Faustina, and not from being an heir of Pedro.

2. **Issue on the validity of the 1939 sale:**
The Court  upheld the validity of  the 1939 notarized Deed of  Sale between Pedro and
Faustina. The Supreme Court found no compelling evidence to invalidate this transaction
despite claims by the heirs of Pedro Bas regarding Pedro’s alleged illiteracy.

3. **Issue on Lolita’s cause of action:**
The Court determined that Lolita had a valid cause of action. It emphasized that her long
possession of the property and the documented chain of legitimate transactions provided
her with a substantial interest to protect, negating the need for a separate declaration of
heirship.

### Doctrine:
The doctrine established/affirmed in this case is that **a judicial declaration of heirship is
not necessary for an heir to assert a cause of action related to property inherited from a
predecessor  if  the  claim to  the  property  is  based  on  a  derived  right  independent  of
heirship.**  This  principle  aligns  with  established  jurisprudence,  reinforcing  that  the
property of a deceased person is transmitted to the heir by mere fact of death without the
need for a prior heirship declaration.

### Class Notes:
– **Key Elements/Concepts:**
– Declaration of Heirship: Unnecessary for asserting a cause of action on inherited property
where the heir’s claim is based on successor’s transactions.
–  Validity  of  Notarized  Documents:  Legally  presumed  valid  in  absence  of  substantial
contradictory evidence.
– Cause of Action: Long possession and documented legitimate transactions substantiate a
party’s interest in the property.

– **Relevant Statutory Provisions:**
– **Civil Code, Art. 777:** “The rights to the succession are transmitted from the moment of
the death of the decedent.”
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– **Rules of Court, Rule 9, Section 1:** “Defenses and objections not pleaded either in a
motion to dismiss or in the answer are deemed waived.”

### Historical Background:
The case reflects the complex dynamics between the formal legal processes for resolving
property ownership disputes and the practical recognition of substantial rights derived from
possession and notarized transactions.  This  situation likely  emerged from historic  land
management  practices  in  the  Philippines  where  formal  titles  and  records  were
inconsistently applied. The proliferation of similar cases underscores the significance of
clear legislative and judicial interpretations to resolve property disputes rooted in historical
transactions.


